Most people see a table.
You see ideas that improve
efficiency.
Business Navigation Team Leader, IKEA Distribution Services
Nordics, location Älmhult or Torsvik
You see things a little differently. So do we. We believe in discovering and developing the talent in each of
us. Come see things a little differently.
It is an exciting time in IKEA Distribution Services! As a crucial part of Supply chain we are securing high
quality distribution services to the IKEA stores and customers and we are on a big journey with the
multichannel transformation around the corner. With a high degree of ongoing development, a strong need
for leading and coordinating from a market perspective, and with the need of continuously developing and
supporting existing operations, the Business Navigation Team Leader will play an instrumental role in driving
the related business navigation processes.
About you
You will play a key role in the Nordic DS operations by driving and coordinating Business Navigation
processes together with the Distribution Operations Manager.
To be successful in this position we see that you have the customer in focus, and are inspired by change.
You have experience from Business Navigation position in a diverse environment where you have been
translating reporting and analysis into business needs with support of your strong communication skills.
As a person we see that you:

Are analytical with the ability to challenge established ways of working

Have a natural talent for communicating in a clear and efficient way

Are inspired by driving business navigation processes with Multi channel retailing and the customer
in focus

Are committed to deliver results

Are fluent in English

Have 3-5 years of experience in business navigation, controlling and finance and have a good
understanding of logistics and supply chain

Have an interest in leadership
About the job
The main purpose of the position is to lead the navigation function to deliver processes and analysis to the
operations enabling continuous improvements that meets or exceeds the established goals and in line with
established routines and frameworks.
About






the assignment
Lead the team of Business Navigators in the different units and functions
Maintain and develop processes for goal setting, financial reporting, and analysis
Actively contribute to high cost consciousness throughout the organization
Support the processes of establishing new customer fulfilment units, i.e. Distribution Centres,
Customer Distribution Centres and Parcel Units
Translate and communicate goals and results in a language that everyone understands

Last day to apply is 31th of March 2017.

Read more and apply at ikea.se/jobb

